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Chapter 18 Trophodynamics (Harrod and Stallings) 

Online Supplementary Material 

OSM18.1 BACKGROUND 

Fish are a remarkably successful and diverse taxon: they are the dominant group of vertebrates, 

and differ immensely in body form, size, life histories and behavior (Helfman et al. 2009). Fish 

have a special relationship with humans – we have exploited fish for hundreds of thousands of 

years, and fish have played an important part in the development of human societies (Erlandson 

and Rick 2010). Today, fish provide ca. 20 % of all animal protein consumed worldwide: fish 

are especially critical for low income groups across the world, helping provide food security, 

employment, and recreation (FAO 2018). Although important to humanity, fish are subject to 

a plethora of anthropogenic threats including habitat degradation, climate change, and 

overexploitation, which threatens their capacity to support human populations (Harrod et al. 

2018).  

 

Informed management and conservation of fishes requires information on what type of prey 

are consumed, and how different groups of fish interact, both within and between species. The 

quality of model outputs, and subsequent management decisions, rely on reliable information 

on trophic interactions between fish, their prey and predators, as well as the primary producers 

fueling the ecosystem of interest. There is considerable scope for improving model 

performance though the inclusion of multiple sources of dietary information (Pethybridge et 

al. 2018). 

 

Early observers of the natural world provided the first descriptions of what different fish 

species ate, and which predators ate them (Egerton 2007). In the early 19th C., naturalists 

worldwide, like Thompson (1856), routinely described the behavior, morphology and diet of 
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fishes, how humans fished for them, and which predators consumed them. As biology became 

more professional, a more robust and methodical approach was taken to describing fish diet, 

which allowed researchers to understand the complexity of fish trophic ecology, such as the 

realisation that fish diet and other trophic interactions changed dramatically through life (Hardy 

1924). As this more scientific approach was followed, key theory was developed (Egerton 

2007) including the concept of the ecological niche, food webs and food pyramids (e.g. Elton 

1927), and the trophic dynamic concept  (Lindeman 1942). Weatherley (1963) argued that the 

concept of the niche had become too nebulous, and argued that the niche could be considered 

in an entirely trophic context: “The niche is the nutritional role of the animal in its ecosystem, 

that is, its relations to all the foods available to it.” Although this definition of the niche, and 

the niche concept itself remains controversial (Pocheville 2015), it underlines the importance 

of reliable estimates of consumer diet, and trophic ecology is now be considered as a sub-field 

of biology in its own right, with its own textbook (Garvey and Whiles 2017).  

 

An important first step in understanding fish diet and trophic ecology is to examine the 

scientific literature, which although imperfect, provides an extensive source of fish diet data 

(Braga et al. 2012). Several online databases include data on fish trophic ecology including 

Fishbase (Froese and Pauly 2017) and the Global Biotic Interactions (GloBI) database (Poelen 

et al. 2014). Data in both Fishbase (Boettiger et al. 2012) and GloBi (https://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/rglobi/index.html) can accessed, summarized and analyzed using the 

open access statistical framework R (R Core Team 2020). These data allow examination of 

broad, macroecological questions regarding the trophic ecology of fish (Hayden et al. 2019), 

and many ecosystem and food web models are based in their entirety on literature descriptions 

of diet. Fish diet can be extremely heterogeneous over space and time, and a reliance on 

literature data to understand the trophic ecology of a given species in another location can be 
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misleading. Another concern is that strong geographical and taxonomic biases exist in the fish 

diet literature (Braga et al. 2012) with wide gaps in our knowledge of some of the most diverse 

regions in the world (e.g., Africa). Furthermore many fish taxa are under-represented in the 

trophic ecology literature, especially those of conservation concern (Braga et al. 2012).  

 

Not all important information on fish trophic ecology is found in the ecological literature: much 

of our understanding of food requirements for the survival of early life stages, somatic growth 

and gonad development of fishes comes via aquaculture (Glencross 2009; Jobling 2016). 

Ecologists can learn much by reading the aquaculture literature, and likewise those in 

aquaculture from the literature regarding wild fish. Given the importance of natural selection 

in biology, we can all benefit from the behavioral and evolutionary ecology literature. Other 

interesting fields include the growing area of nutritional ecology, which is extremely relevant 

to those studying fish (Raubenheimer et al. 2009; Simpson and Raubenheimer 2001), in terms 

of how fish actively select diets that optimize the supply of macro- and micronutrients relevant 

to their requirements.  

 

If your aim is to understand the trophic ecology of a given fish species or community, it is 

likely that your research will extend to the capture of wild fish and the characterization of what, 

where and how they feed, or feeding experiments in a laboratory or field setting. Several recent 

review articles do a very good job on summarizing the current wide range of options available 

to the modern researcher interested in understanding consumer trophic ecology (Majdi et al. 

2018; Nielsen et al. 2018; Pethybridge et al. 2018; Traugott et al. 2013; Young et al. 2015). 

Our chapter and these OSMs differ from these in their emphasis on fish, as well as focusing on 

some of the practicalities of using such approaches in typical fish biology studies and 

discussing their relative strengths and weaknesses. A number of excellent texts exist with a 
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similar focus on fish, including AFS published books on fishery techniques (Bowen 1996; 

Garvey and Chipps 2012) and the statistical treatment of dietary data (Chipps and Garvey 

2007). Dr. Derek Ogle of Northland College, WI, USA has provided a useful re-writing of the 

SAS code provided in the latter text for the more widely used R language 

http://derekogle.com/aiffd2007. A very useful monograph, including graphical protocols and 

pipelines for the collection and analysis of stomach content data has been produced by the 

Slovakian biologist, Dr. Peter Manko (2016), which is especially relevant to those starting out 

in their research into fish diet.  

 

One of the first questions that is raised after the decision is made to undertake a feeding study 

is “how many fish do we need to sample?” The answer generally depends on the scientific 

question being asked. We need to balance the need to adequately sample the population to 

make reliable inference from our data, with the ethical desire to minimize the number of fish 

killed, and the amount of time and money available to undertake the work. Added to this is the 

complications that fish diet can vary spatially within an ecosystem, and commonly changes 

seasonally or with ontogeny, and the very high probability that many of the fish sampled will 

have empty stomachs (Arrington et al. 2002). It is important to ensure that sampling of fish and 

their prey in dietary studies is sufficient to provide suitable statistical power to fulfil the 

objectives of the study. Undersampling is a criticism that can levelled at many studies of 

consumer diet and it is important to examine the number of samples needed to characterize 

reliable coverage of consumer diet (Ferry and Cailliet 1996), such as through rarefaction (Krebs 

1989) or simulation (Jackson et al. 2011).  

 

Prior to the characterization of fish diet, fish must be captured. After which, they are typically 

killed and then either dissected, or preserved for subsequent analysis. It is important to consider 
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how capture and preservation procedure can potentially affect the quality of diet analyses 

(Garvey and Chipps 2012). Fish can regurgitate their stomach contents during capture or when 

the sampling gear is being retrieved, especially from depth. Fish captured in some passive gears 

such as traps or fyke nets may feed on other taxa captured in the gear, biasing stomach contents 

to the point where they are unsuitable for analysis. Fish held in sampling gears for a long period 

following capture can continue to digest their stomach contents (even post-mortem), an issue 

that is further complicated in warmer waters. Best practice for diet analysis is for fish to be 

chilled or stored on ice directly following capture and then preserved as whole fish or stomachs 

as soon as possible, either chemically or by freezing. Preservation can affect some measures of 

fish diet and this is discussed in each section below.  

 

OSM18.2 TECHNIQUES 

OSM18.2.1 Stomach Content Analysis 

The amount of prey encountered in fish stomachs can vary from milligrams to kilograms, 

depending on individual size and recent feeding activity. In terms of their physical appearance 

and state (Fig 18.1), the contents can also range from clearly identifiable, undigested individual 

prey items, through to a well-digested, unrecognizable mass (Buckland et al. 2017). Different 

prey types are evacuated and digested at different rates, with soft bodied prey being digested 

before hard bodied prey. Water temperature, fish, and prey size also affect evacuation and 

digestion rates (Gannon 1976; Kionka and Windell 1972; Legler et al. 2010). Many prey are 

rapidly digested once ingested, but some prey types (e.g., invertebrate, amphibian and fish 

eggs, gelatinous zooplankton) can be difficult to identify even when undigested. Food remains 

in those species that masticate their prey are often in the form of a semi-liquid paste, which 

makes visual identification, and reconstruction of prey mass or number almost impossible.  
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Arrington et al. (2002) reported that in some fishes almost 80 % of stomachs were empty. 

Vinson and Angradi (2011) provide a detailed review of the factors influencing the probability 

that a sample will include individuals with empty stomachs, including fish size, sampling 

habitat and trophic ecology of the species, with piscivores having a higher likelihood of empty 

stomachs. They also highlight the role of sampling methods, with passive methods having 65% 

more empty stomachs than active gears. This can extend to estimates of feeding activity – for 

example Hayward et al. (1989) reported that Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens) captured in 

gillnets had fuller stomachs than their counterparts captured in benthic trawls – the authors 

associated the differences with the fact that gillnets selectively sampled that part of the 

population that was actively foraging. Empty stomachs can curtail studies either by a lack of 

data or reducing the sample sizes and therefore statistical power to detect dietary shifts or 

overlap. If samples sizes are small, the snapshot nature of stomach content analysis increases 

the risk of statistical noise (i.e., collecting non-representative data), and therefore making 

inappropriate conclusions from results. Added to this are the general uncertainties associated 

with estimating the abundance, mass, or volume of stomach contents (Baker et al. 2014; 

Buckland et al. 2017). 

 

Vinson and Budy (2011) examined the relative cost of assessing salmonid diet where stomach 

contents were sorted and then identified to genus or species level and counted. Even though 

dietary analysis of salmonid fishes is relatively straightforward compared to that for species 

that macerate their prey, Vinson and Budy (2011) estimated that the median time to 

characterize the diet was 1.3 hours per stomach (range 0.1-13.5 hrs), with ca. 0.1 hours required 

on average to input data for each consumer into the computer. Using a labor cost of $10 per 

hour, Vinson and Budy (2011) estimated (in 2011) that the cost ranged from US$1.50 for an 
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empty stomach up to >US$290 for a sample with >2300 items, with a median of US$19.0. 

These costs are not commonly accounted for in a project but can clearly be considerable. 

 

OSM18.2.2 Fatty Acid Analysis 

A consumer’s fatty acid (FA) profile reflects that of its diet in a generally predictable way 

(Skonberg et al. 1994) and consumers feeding on different prey or different habitats have 

distinct FA profiles (Happel et al. 2016b). This has allowed fatty acids to be accepted as reliable 

biomarkers of diet and habitat use (Budge et al. 2006; Iverson 2009; Parrish 2009). There is a 

large literature associated with the use of fatty acids as trophic biomarkers in aquatic 

ecosystems (Arts et al. 2009; Sargent et al. 1995), including works focusing on marine (Budge 

et al. 2006; Dalsgaard et al. 2003; Parrish 2013) and freshwater habitats (Henderson and Tocher 

1987; Napolitano 1999; Taipale et al. 2013). Fatty acid profiles have been described from a 

wide range of cultured and wild origin samples relevant to those interested in fish trophic 

ecology including detritus (Dalsgaard et al. 2003), microalgae, and microbes (Dalsgaard et al. 

2003; Desvilettes et al. 1997; Napolitano 1999; Taipale et al. 2013), macrophytes and 

macroalgae (Parrish 2013) through to zooplankton (Brett et al. 2009; Dalsgaard et al. 2003), 

macroinvertebrates (Goedkoop et al. 1998; Happel et al. 2016b; Makhutova et al. 2011; 

Sushchik et al. 2003), fish and aquatic mammals (Dalsgaard et al. 2003; Napolitano 1999).  

 

As noted above, many upper trophic level vertebrates such as fish have lost the capacity to 

transform or synthesize de novo key fatty acids that are essential for individual health and 

growth (Sargent et al. 1995). These include the so called essential fatty acids (EFAs) such as 

linoleic acid (LIN; 18:2 n-6) and a -linolenic acid (ALA; 18:3n-3), eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA; 

20:5n-3), and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA; 22:6n-3). If the dietary supply of EFAs is limiting, 
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growth can be affected (Brett and Muller-Navarra 1997), and if absent, growth and 

reproduction will cease, and ultimately the animal will die (Sargent et al. 1995; Tocher 2010).  

 

Freshwater and marine fishes differ considerably in their essential fatty acid requirements, as 

revealed by evaluations of trophic transfer of EFAs in lake (Strandberg et al. 2015) and coastal 

marine (Koussoroplis et al. 2011) habitats. This reflects the different evolutionary histories and 

the availability of FAs in the two habitats (Tocher 2010). Marine fishes normally require both 

EPA and DHA, while freshwater fishes typically require ALA, as the majority of freshwater 

species can convert this EFA to EPA and DHA. EFAs must therefore be sourced from their 

prey (Twining et al. 2016), increasing their potential utility as biomarkers, given that their 

relative abundance varies in different autotrophs (Dalsgaard et al. 2003; Galloway et al. 2012; 

Parrish 2013; Taipale et al. 2013).  

 

Recent experimental feeding studies have highlighted some issues with the use of essential 

fatty acids as trophic biomarkers.  Controlled feeding experiments have shown that the 

concentrations of some essential fatty acids (e.g., ARA, EPA & DHA) can be considerably 

higher in somatic tissues of some animals than in the experimental diet (Castell et al. 2004; 

Lazzarotto et al. 2015; Skonberg et al. 1994), suggesting that these animals either selectively 

retained 20- and 22-carbon highly unsaturated fatty acids (HUFAs), reflecting their metabolic 

importance, or that they were able to synthesize these HUFAS from precursor FAs (Kelly and 

Scheibling 2012). Specifically, Lazzarotto et al. (2015) showed that female Rainbow Trout 

(Oncorhynchus mykiss), fed only on plant-based diets throughout their life were able to produce 

viable ova and progeny, even though their food was completely free of long chain 

polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). As such, this widely distributed fish is, contrary to 
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established theory, capable of synthesizing ARA, EPA, and DHA from precursors present in 

their diets (Lazzarotto et al. 2015).  

 

Autotrophs from different aquatic ecosystems can be reliably distinguished by their fatty acid 

profiles (Dethier et al. 2013; Galloway et al. 2012; Galloway and Winder 2015; Taipale et al. 

2013). The use of fatty acids as trophic biomarkers relies on the fact that their values remain 

relatively constant, but this is not always the case. Dethier et al. (2013) showed that fatty acid 

profiles for different marine macroalgae and seagrass at a given site varied over time. 

Furthermore, experimental studies have shown that phytoplankton fatty acid profiles are 

affected by growing conditions  (Galloway and Winder 2015; Guschina and Harwood 2006), 

including light conditions, salinity, temperature, and nutrient concentrations. Galloway and 

Winder (2015) however, showed that the effects of variable culture conditions on fatty acid 

profiles were minor compared to the phylogenetic effect, increasing confidence in the method 

as a suitable biomarker. Consumer fatty acid profiles reflect their diet in a generally predictable 

way (Lie et al. 1992; Skonberg et al. 1994) but are also affected by a range of non-dietary 

factors including taxonomy, tissue type, habitat, growth stage, condition, water temperature, 

and sample handling and preservation method (Bell and Tocher 2009; Makhutova et al. 2011; 

Meyer et al. 2017; Twining et al. 2016). The relative importance of these factors on fish fatty 

acid profiles is currently unknown but should be considered in any study. It is further 

recommended that researchers interested in using the fatty acid approach do not rely on 

biomarkers identified from the literature to describe the likely feeding patterns or energy use 

of fish and other consumers, but collect and analyze prey and primary producers from their 

own study sites.  
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Due to the labile nature of some fatty acids, it is important to collect fresh samples (Budge et 

al. 2006) and if possible, to process them very quickly (within hours, even if the samples are 

stored on ice) to prevent oxidation and loss of fatty acids (Meyer et al. 2017; Rudy et al. 2016). 

However, in the real world of field biology, sampling is typically carried out away from the 

laboratory, and often in remote locations preventing the option to process samples immediately. 

As such, samples must be preserved in a way to limit oxidation of fatty acids. Compared to 

other methods of assessing fish diet, the alternatives for preservation for fatty acid analyses are 

very limited and have generated considerable discussion (Budge et al. 2006; Meyer et al. 2017; 

Rudy et al. 2016; Sardenne et al. 2019). Many researchers suggest that if samples are to be held 

for long periods, they should be collected rapidly from fresh fish (and their putative prey), 

possibly flash frozen in liquid nitrogen (Rudy et al. 2016), and stored over the long-term at -

80°C (Budge et al. 2006; Rudy et al. 2016).  

 

Access to -80°C freezers is not common in the locations where most field sampling takes place, 

and samples typically need to be transported from sampling sites or between laboratories for 

fatty acid analysis. Budge et al. (2006) suggest that aliquots of fish and putative prey can be 

reliably stored for long-periods at -20°C in chloroform (CHCl3) containing 0.01 % butylated 

hydroxytoluene. Given that CHCl3 is a carcinogen, many research groups prefer to limit its use 

wherever possible, and alternative methods may be preferred, such as a dry shipper. Sardenne 

et al. (2019) examined the relative efficacy of various common preservation protocols and 

suggested that freeze-dried samples can be stored at -20°C for up to one month without 

affecting estimates of fatty acid concentrations, and up to three months for estimates of relative 

(%) fatty acid composition. It is clear that post-sampling handling (e.g., storage of fish on ice) 

prior to processing can significantly affect fatty acid concentrations (Rudy et al. 2016) and in 

some salmonid species, concentrations of many fatty acids decreased after a period of storage 
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on ice of only between three and six hours. It should be noted that homogenized samples will 

degrade faster than whole prey (Budge et al. 2006).  

 

OSM18.2.3 Stable Isotope Analysis 

It is very important to recognize that aquatic systems are typically dynamic: as such stable 

isotope values of baseline indicators are not constant and can change very rapidly, such as 

nutrient pulses in rivers (Jardine et al. 2014), upwelling habitats (Reddin et al. 2015), or even 

large lakes (O'Reilly et al. 2002). If the pulse is large, and the turnover rate of the baseline 

indicator is suitably fast, this can lead to a decoupling in the relationship between the baseline 

indicator and upper trophic levels that have a slower isotopic turnover rate (Jardine et al. 2014; 

O'Reilly et al. 2002), preventing further analysis using these data (e.g., for estimation of fish 

trophic position). In order to avoid this issue, Cabana and Rasmussen (1996) proposed the use 

of long-lived primary consumers (bivalves) as baseline indicators that provided long-term 

integrated values of stable isotope values at the base of the foodweb for the pelagic C pathway. 

This approach was extended by Post (2002) who included littoral grazing gastropods as 

indicators of the benthic endpoint, which can make extremely important contributions in lake 

ecosystems. Subsequent studies have seen this approach extended to coastal marine systems 

(Docmac et al. 2017; Lefebvre et al. 2009). Finding suitable long-lived baseline indicators in 

rivers can be less easy (Jardine et al. 2014). Kristensen et al. (2016) recently recommended the 

use of filter feeding simulid larvae as a useful baseline indicator. This taxon is present in many 

river systems, but can have a very short isotopic turnover rate (half-life ca. 2 days, cf. 20 – 40 

in gastropods, and 100-200 in freshwater bivalves: (Jardine et al. 2014)), meaning that it can 

respond to isotopic shifts far faster than upper trophic level consumers such as fish, and 

sampling at a single point in time may not be representative of the long-term average.  To 

counter situations where such long-lived molluscs are not present, Jardine et al. (2014) 
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suggested that such short-lived macroinvertebrates should be sampled over a series of visits, 

allowing an average value to be estimated.  

 

Fish generally consume their prey whole, so where possible, prey should be analysed whole. 

Some researchers have suggested that prey should be allowed to empty their gut contents as 

not to affect estimates of their stable isotope ratios (Feuchtmayr and Grey 2003), however, 

other workers suggest the effect is generally small, and this step can be disregarded (Jardine et 

al. 2005). If prey have an exoskeleton with large amounts of inorganic carbon (molluscs, 

decapods), this should be removed, and a sample of muscle (or other soft tissue) tissue 

extracted. 

 

Fish tissues can include significant contributions of lipids, which are derived from their diet 

(Sargent 1976). Lipid is 13C-depleted relative to protein(DeNiro and Epstein 1977), and if 

present in significant amounts, affects δ13C (and δ2H) values (McConnaughey and McRoy 

1979; Soto et al. 2013). Furthermore, individual fish and different fish species vary in their 

lipid contents, and if this is not controlled, comparisons of δ13C will not be reliable. Lipids can 

be removed through chemical treatment (Bligh and Dyer 1959; Folch et al. 1957), but this can 

affect δ15N values, resulting in the need to run separate analyses for C and N stable isotopes. 

An alternative approach is to correct δ13C values for lipid content arithmetically using the 

elemental C:N ratio, which is a non-linear proxy for tissue lipid content (McConnaughey 1978). 

A number of different arithmetic models have been produced, including Kiljunen et al. (2006) 

for fish muscle and Logan et al. (2008) for fish liver. It should be noted that although some 

general lipid correction models are available, they should not be used for invertebrates without 

validation, as their C:N values can be increased by non-lipid compounds such as chitin and 

glycogen (Schimmelman and DeNiro 1986). In the case of prey, fish largely consume and 
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assimilate the whole package, lipids included, and it is debatable whether they should be lipid-

corrected (Kiljunen et al. 2006). 

 

Some fish, prey, and putative primary producers include inorganic carbon, typically as 

structural tissues. If this inorganic carbon is not removed prior to analysis, δ13C values will be 

artificially increased relative to the true dietary signal. Where possible, care should be taken to 

remove sources of inorganic carbon such as the shells of molluscs, carapaces of invertebrates, 

and fish bones. Where this is not possible, samples can be treated either by direct application 

of acid or by fuming samples of particulate organic matter or sediment (Carabel et al. 2006; 

Harris et al. 2001). Acidification can affect δ15N values, likely due to differential mobilization 

of amino acids, and this has resulted in some researchers analyzing two sets of samples - one 

acidified for δ13C, and another untreated for δ15N. This doubles the costs of analyses and the 

researcher should consider undertaking a study on a sub-set of samples to examine whether 

treatment is required for the whole dataset (Barrios-Guzmán et al. 2019).  

 

Elasmobranchs can contain high concentrations of urea and trimethylamine oxide (TMAO) in 

their tissues to aid osmotic balance (Hussey et al. 2012; Kim and Koch 2012). As urea is 15N 

depleted relative to muscle protein, it can potentially lower δ15N values, if not removed prior 

to analysis by rinsing with water or more aggressive solvents (Hussey et al. 2012; Kim and 

Koch 2012).  

 

A useful check for the potential impact of both lipids and inorganic C on δ13C values can be 

conducted by plotting δ13C on elemental C:N values for each sample. Protein has a C:N of ca. 

3.1, so values larger than this reflect contamination with lipid or inorganic C. A strongly 

negative relationship indicates that lipid is effecting sample δ13C effect, while contamination 
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with inorganic C will result in a positive relationship between δ13C and C:N, where samples 

with  C:N >5 are clearly enriched in 13C.   

 

OSM18.2.4 Molecular Techniques 

Diet DNA has been examined in consumers feeding across a wide variety of trophic levels 

(omnivores, detritivores, herbivores, and carnivores) and in taxa including invertebrates, birds, 

mammals, and fish (Berry et al. 2015; De Barba et al. 2014; Deagle et al. 2019; Leray et al. 

2013a). Other studies have used diet DNA to characterize ontogenetic shifts in single species 

of fish (Riccioni et al. 2018) or to compare diet within species across different ecosystems (Jo 

et al. 2016). A range of different DNA barcode genes are available, such as mitochondrial 

cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (COX1: the barcode most commonly used for animal prey), the 

mitochondrial 16S, and the nuclear 18S genes (Devloo-Delva et al. 2019). If the consumer of 

interest has a diverse diet, or is omnivorous, combinations of primer sets will likely have to be 

used (De Barba et al. 2014).  

 

A principal strength of the diet DNA approach is that it can provide extremely high taxonomic 

resolution without the need for elevated levels of taxonomic expertise (although this is required 

when species-specific markers are developed). Work to date has repeatedly shown that diet 

DNA can disrupt dogmatic assumptions regarding consumer diets, ecological interactions, and 

the function of ecosystems. By providing data at a high taxonomic resolution it can expand the 

known range of prey species consumed by fish (Bartley et al. 2015; Sousa et al. 2016), thus 

revealing previously unrecognized trophic interactions and rewriting what we know about food 

web structure (Bartley et al. 2015; Jo et al. 2016; Leray et al. 2015). Diet DNA has proven 

useful to examine how assemblages of predatory fishes respond to temporal differences in prey 

abundance (Waraniak et al. 2019), and to even estimate trophic niche (Casey et al. 2019).  
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In such a fast-moving field as molecular genetics, rapid improvements in sequencing 

technology mean that new techniques are constantly developed, many of which will help those 

trying to understand fish diet. One promising current direction is the extension of diet DNA to 

include metagenomics (Porter and Hajibabaei 2018), where rather than sequencing short 

sections of DNA, all DNA in the sample is sequenced directly without the PCR amplification 

stage. This eliminates several issues with PCR, such as poor performance of universal primers 

(Leray et al. 2013b). Metagenomic sequencing is commonly used in microbial ecology, and 

has great potential for use in eukaryotic taxa, including analysis of stomach contents to 

characterize consumer diet (Pearman et al. 2018).  

 

Continued revolutions in genetic sequencing (Koboldt et al. 2013; van Dijk et al. 2018) have 

extended sequencing to that of whole genomes of multiple species, allowing microbiologists 

to characterize how the microbiome, the collective genomes of the microbial community (e.g., 

bacteria, archaea, fungi, protozoa and viruses), varies across environments and host taxa. Such 

data have allowed researchers to not only reveal the ubiquity of microbes, but also describe 

differences in microbial community structure and their likely function and interactions with the 

host organism. There is a considerable literature on fish microbiomes (see Egerton et al. 2018; 

Talwar et al. 2018 for reviews), including studies examining how their gut microbiome 

responds to change, especially with regard to diet. A core area of research has been in 

aquaculture, especially as researchers look to understand how obligate carnivorous fishes 

respond to shifts to plant-based foods. Other studies have shown that the microbiome can differ 

among fishes with different feeding modes within populations (Bolnick et al. 2014a; 2014b) or 

communities (Liu et al. 2016; Miyake et al. 2015), suggesting that the microbiome could 

provide an indirect measure of individual or population diet. Although there has been an 

enthusiastic uptake of the microbiome as a research area, linking it to trophic ecology may not 
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be straightforward. For example, Bolnick et al. (2014a) showed widespread, but generally weak 

effects of diet on relative abundances of different microbe taxa in Eurasian Perch (Perca 

fluviatilis) and Three-Spined Sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus). They also reported a 

negative relationship between dietary diversity and microbial diversity in both laboratory and 

natural populations, and in a further study Bolnick et al. (2014b) showed an unexpected effect 

of fish sex.  

 

Although there is an increasing number of studies using diet DNA, remarkably few authors 

provide details on how stomachs were actually sampled. For instance, DNA is typically 

extracted from relatively small samples e.g. 0.7 ml (Mychek-Londer 2018) and the stomach 

contents of many fish will exceed this small volume. As such, stomach contents have to be 

subsampled to ensure that the DNA extracted is representative of the whole stomach contents. 

This means that there is a need to either subsample different prey items, or to homogenize the 

entire gut contents and sub-sample the homogenate, and this is something that each researcher 

will have to consider before undertaking their own study. Some authors simply state that 

contents were homogenized (e.g., in a sterilized food blender), but a notable exception is 

Mychek-Londer (2018), who provides very comprehensive details of the process. Using sterile 

dissection equipment and working space, small amounts of tissue can be subsampled manually 

from larger recognizable prey and placed in a sterile Petri dish. Fish stomach contents 

commonly include items combined in boluses, as well as collections of partial and 

unidentifiable prey and chime, and these components need to be subsampled and placed in the 

petri dish. The contents of the Petri dish can be homogenized using sterile scissors if required. 

Multiple random subsamples can then be taken from the mix to attain the 0.7 mL subsample 

target. If stomachs had little or no obvious prey material, the chyme can be sampled from the 

stomach, and combined it with double distilled water to reach the 0.70 mL target. Aylagas et 
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al. (2016) provide a detailed protocol for pre-processing macroinvertebrates from marine 

sediments for metabarcoding – which has several parallels with preparation of samples from 

fish stomachs.  

 

Degradation in the stomach can mean that fragments of prey DNA may be such that 

amplification is unsuccessful or that the fragment is too short for high levels of taxonomic 

resolution (Pompanon et al. 2012), although this is less of an issue if DNA can be extracted 

from whole prey. In terms of maximizing consistency (Deagle et al. 2013), sample storage and 

DNA extraction methods should be standardized where possible within a particular study 

(Deiner et al. 2017). Furthermore, samples should be run with the same sequencing depth, on 

the same platform (Forin-Wiart et al. 2018). Due to the extreme sensitivity of the PCR 

amplification process, potential contamination with extraneous DNA can affect results, and 

conclusions of diet DNA studies (resulting in false positives) (King et al. 2008). This can reflect 

cross-contamination with DNA originating from taxa not in the diet of the consumer (e.g., from 

samples being handled in the field or the laboratory), or contamination by DNA originating 

from the consumer’s own gut wall (Leray et al. 2013a). The risk of cross contamination can be 

minimized by sterilizing dissection equipment and working areas between samples (King et al. 

2008) and the taking of negative controls, which can be included to detect cross‐contamination 

(Goldberg et al. 2016). Blocking primers can be used which bind the DNA of the consumer 

species during the amplification stage and prevent it from contaminating the sample for 

subsequent sequencing (Leray et al. 2013a), but their performance varies (Devloo-Delva et al. 

2019). Such issues with NGS-based approaches may mean that alternate, more targeted 

methods such as diagnostic PCR may be more effective, and undoubtably less expensive 

(Rennstam Rubbmark et al. 2019).  
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Although the taxonomic resolution associated with diet DNA can be extremely high, the 

technique cannot provide some key information required to understand predator-prey 

interactions, such as the size or life history stage of prey or evidence for cannibalism. Omnivory 

also could provide problems in those cases where stomach contents are homogenized prior to 

DNA extraction. Indeed, do sequences identified from lower trophic levels reflect the consumer 

diet, or the diet of its prey (King et al. 2008)?  

 

There is much interest in whether DNA-based assessments can provide a robust estimate of 

how much of a given prey taxon was eaten by a consumer prior to capture (Deagle et al. 2013), 

such as by the relative frequency of sequence reads associated with that taxon (Deagle et al. 

2019). The reality is that at the current time it cannot (Deagle et al. 2019), given the 

inconsistencies associated with variation in DNA recovery and amplification (Mata et al. 

2019). As such, diet DNA is limited to the provision of (potentially) high taxonomic resolution 

qualitative data (i.e., presence/absence of different prey taxa). This provides a similar level of 

information as the most basic method of stomach contents data – %F, which is seen by some  

as the most reliable measure of assessing diet from stomach contents (Baker et al. 2014; 

Buckland et al. 2017), but given the correct use of the technique, taxonomic resolution is 

typically markedly higher using molecular techniques. This additional power to characterize 

consumer diets will only be effective if sampling intensity (replication) is suitably high; 

however, as the relative cost of diet DNA can be high, there may be pressure to limit sample 

sizes. Mata et al. (2019) provide a useful discussion of the reasons why reproducibility can 

vary considerably in diet DNA studies, and what level of replication (technical and biological) 

is required to represent the ‘true’ diet of a given species using the technique.  

 

OSM18.3 DATA AND OUTCOMES 
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OSM18.3.1 Stomach Contents 

%F allows comparisons of both discrete and non-discrete prey types (cf. %N), and as there is 

no attempt to quantify the amount of contents, it is widely considered the fastest means of 

assessing fish diet (Buckland et al. 2017; Hynes 1950; Hyslop 1980). Some authors have 

recently argued that it is the most robust means of characterizing fish diet given the potential 

errors associated with the quantitative and semi-quantitative methods described below (Baker 

et al. 2014; Buckland et al. 2017). However, %F only provides information on which prey are 

ingested and by what proportion of the population – there is no information on the relative 

importance of different prey neither in terms of abundance nor bulk contribution to diet.  

 

Although more time consuming than the frequency of occurrence method, the %N method 

allows a fairly rapid assessment of the relative numerical contribution of different prey types 

to the diet, but only when prey are identifiable, and easily enumerated. Unfortunately, many 

prey encountered in fish stomachs are not easily identified or enumerated; they may heavily 

digested, be non-discrete (plant or algal tissues, detritus), they may have disintegrated, or have 

been heavily macerated after consumption (e.g., if the fish has pharyngeal teeth). Some small-

bodied prey (e.g., plankton) can be so numerous that they require sub-sampling to minimize 

time and cost. Many prey can be incomplete or disarticulated, meaning that a characteristic 

body part (legs, eyes) needs to be used to estimate prey abundance. Manko (2016) provides a 

detailed description of estimating abundant or incomplete prey. Counting chambers, gridded 

Petri-dishes and hand tally counters can greatly speed the estimation of small and abundant 

prey. 

 

Although relatively easy to perform, the numerical abundance method has long been subject to 

criticism (Hynes 1950; Hyslop 1980). The most serious criticism is its strong bias towards 
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abundant, small-bodied prey, that then dominate results, even if they make little contribution 

in terms of bulk (Ahlbeck et al. 2012). Researchers relying on %N concluded that Peruvian 

Anchovy (Engraulis ringens) were largely phytoplanktivorous, as their stomachs contain large 

numbers of phytoplankton cells, together with larger, but less frequent zooplankton. 

Subsequent studies examining the relative carbon content (Espinoza and Bertrand 2008) or 

using stable isotope analysis (Pizarro et al. 2019) have revealed that zooplankton dominate the 

diet, and phytoplankton make little contribution to the assimilated diet.   

 

Wet mass (usually blotted with a tissue to remove surface liquids) is by far the easiest to 

measure, but the more time-consuming dry mass approach is more accurate. For this, samples 

can be dried to a constant mass in a drying oven (e.g., 60°C for 48 hours) or by lyophilization. 

Given the small masses of prey encountered in the stomachs of small-bodied fish, access to a 

microbalance (± 0.01 mg) may be required to estimate individual prey mass. If ash-free dry 

mass is required (e.g., to estimate organic content), a useful approach when fish have large 

amounts of mollusk or other hard-bodied prey in their stomachs, a further step is required. Here 

samples of known mass are treated in a muffle furnace (e.g., 550 °C for 4 hours), cooled in a 

desiccator and then weighed, and the difference between the original and treated dry mass 

provides the mass of the organic component. A further means to estimate the relative 

contribution by mass of different food is to count prey, and then measure their lengths, or a 

representative sample if there are large numbers (indicative body parts such as a cephalopod 

beaks, dipteran head capsules, fish hard parts can also be used) and then reconstruct mass (or 

energetic or elemental content) using empirical mass-length relationships (Hartman and Brandt 

1995; Helland et al. 2008; Mann 1982). This requires that prey are in sufficiently good 

condition to allow measurement, and cannot be applied to non-discrete prey such as plants and 

algae.  
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The main advantage of the gravimetric approach is that given the close relationship between 

mass and energy content (Cummins and Wuycheck 1971), the results reported are closely 

related to the main currency of food webs, and it is considered (Ahlbeck et al. 2012; Hynes 

1950) among the best performing of the different methods detailed here (but see Baker et al. 

(2014); and Buckland et al. (2017)). Furthermore, this measure performs well when prey are 

not discrete (e.g., when diets include detritus or plant material), and %M removes the bias of 

numerical approaches where the contribution of frequent, small-bodied prey can be 

overestimated. The main disadvantage of the method is that it is very time consuming – if there 

are many fish, prey categories, or stomachs that include small amounts of certain prey, it can 

be difficult to process and weigh them all. Like other measures of diet, %M is reliant on the 

separation of prey into recognizable categories. Stomachs commonly contain aggregations 

composed of mucus, highly digested, and disintegrated materials originating from a range of 

different prey (Baker et al. 2014; Buckland et al. 2017). Correctly identifying and accurately 

measuring the contributions of such prey is almost impossible, and they may need to be 

included in a further category for unidentified prey.  

 

As variation in stomach fullness or fish size can affect estimates of fish diet using the points 

method, many researchers modify the approach to include measures of relative stomach 

fullness or size. In the first case, stomach fullness is again subjectively assessed using a points 

method (e.g., 20 for a full stomach and 30 for a distended stomach (Hynes 1950)) and this 

number is used as the total available to be allocated for assessment of the relative contribution 

of different prey items. The points method is widely used, reflecting its principal advantage of 

speed, which allows large numbers of stomachs to be rapidly assessed, potentially increasing 

statistical power. In some cases, points can be allotted without the physical separation of 
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stomach contents. The method provides an indication of the relative bulk of prey consumed, 

needed to understand the flow of energy (and other materials) though a food web. However, 

this is relative and cannot be used to quantify the energetic content of stomach contents (cf. 

%M based on dry mass/energetic content conversions). The largest criticism of the method is 

that, by definition, it is subjective. Both stomach fullness and the relative contribution of 

different prey are scored, reducing accuracy compared to %M or %V approaches. As the 

method is subjective, precision can also suffer when different researchers are working together 

on a project. Comparing data from different studies can be complicated as points schemes are 

not standardized and some authors simply estimate points for stomach contents, while others 

adjust for stomach fullness. The issue of subjectivity can be minimized within a particular 

study, or organization by the development of a standard protocol, including training and the 

provision of a set of standard images or samples detailing what each score value represents.  

 

Some authors working on small-bodied fishes have simply estimated the relative percentage 

volume of different prey by eye, without recording the points associated with each prey type 

(McMahon et al. 2005; Polačik et al. 2009). This subjective approach is extremely rapid and 

outperformed the points method in a small-scale evaluation (Marrero and Lopez-Rojas 1995). 

The poor performance of the points method in the study was thought to be due to inter-operator 

differences in how the points were assigned.  

 

A wide range of important and useful ecological indices can be derived from diet data. 

Summary statistics for stomach contents data can be combined to derive dietary indices 

providing useful information on feeding strategies including the dietary niche width (Levins 

1968), trophic position (Adams et al. 1983), individual specialization (Bolnick et al. 2002; 
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Zaccarelli et al. 2013), or population level specialization (Amundsen et al. 1996; Costello 

1990).  

 

Adams et al. (1983) provided a means to calculate a simple weighted estimate of trophic 

position from stomach content data (Eq. OSM18.1). The mean trophic position is estimated for 

each prey category, which is then multiplied by its relative contribution to the mean diet, and 

the weighted mean value calculated, and a value of 1 added, as consumers have a TP one level 

above their diet (Adams et al. 1983).   

 

𝑇𝑃𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑖 =  1 + ∑ 𝑇𝑃𝑗(𝑃𝑖𝑗)𝑛
𝑗=1      Equation OSM18.1 

 

Where: 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑖 = Mean trophic position of species 𝑖; 𝑃𝑖𝑗  = Proportion of prey item 𝑗 in the 

diet of species 𝑖; 𝑇𝑃𝑖 = Trophic position of prey item 𝑗 

 

The method relies on reliable description of prey trophic position, which is typically based on 

published descriptions of their diet. It should be noted that prey diets can vary considerably 

over space and time and may therefore not be representative for a given situation. If possible, 

literature-based estimates could be checked by examining gut contents of prey.  

 

Modern convention is to assign primary producers a TP of 1, herbivores such as zooplankton, 

grazing gastropods or filter feeding bivalves a TP of 2, and primary consumers that feed on 

herbivores a TP of 3 and up. If consumers are omnivorous, a non-integer value can be given, 

for example a fish feeding equally on phytoplankton and zooplankton would have a TP of 2.5. 

This means that values of consumer trophic position vary along a continuum rather than one of 

a series of discrete trophic levels. It should be noted that primary producers were sometimes 
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assigned a TP of 0 in the earlier literature (Adams et al. 1983; Winemiller 1990) meaning that 

all TP estimates are 1 unit lower, and the reader should be aware of this when comparing values.  

 

Niche breadth provides an indication on the range of resources consumed by groups of 

consumers. Several population-level niche breadth measures have been developed (Krebs 

1989; Rolando 1990), and Levins’ B is one of the most popular (Eq. OSM18.2). Values of this 

simple index are maximized (i.e., the niche is broadest) when fish equally consume all prey 

types, while values are minimal (and the niche is narrowest) when all individuals feed on a 

single prey type. Values of B range between 1 to n, where n is the total number of prey 

categories. B can be standardized (B´; Eq. OSM18.3) to vary between 0 (narrow) to 1 (broad 

niche), allowing comparisons between studies where different number of prey categories have 

been encountered. 

𝐵 =  
1

Σ𝑝𝑖
2     Equation OSM18.2 

 

Where: 𝐵 = Levins’ niche breadth; 𝑝𝑖 = Proportion of items in the diet that are of prey type 𝑖 

 

𝐵´ =  
𝐵−1

𝑛 −1
      Equation OSM18.3 

 

Where: 𝐵´ = Levins’ standardized niche breadth; 𝐵 = Levins’ niche breadth; 𝑛 = Number 

of prey types 

Levins’ B and B’ can be estimated using the R package ‘RInSp’ (Zaccarelli et al. 2013). 

 

Many studies of fish diet are designed to examine whether there is evidence for trophic niche 

overlap, and by extension interspecific or intraspecific competition (assuming prey are limited). 

A series of different overlap indices have been developed and used in the fish diet literature 
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(Krebs 1989; Linton et al. 1981; Wallace 1981). Linton et al. (1981) recommended the use of 

Schoener’s D (Eq. OSM18.4), which can be used with a number of diet measures, unlike the 

commonly used Morista index, which requires count data (Krebs 1989). D ranges between 0 

(no overlap) to 1 (complete overlap): values ≥ 0.6 are typically considered indicative of 

biologically significant overlap following Zaret and Rand (1971). From our understanding, 

there is no empirical evidence supporting the value of 0.6 as a threshold of significance, but it 

is very widely used in the literature. D (and other overlap indices) can be easily calculated 

using the R Package ‘spaa’ https://github.com/helixcn/spaa. 

 

𝐷 = 1 − 0.5 ∑ |𝑃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑃𝑖,𝑘|𝑛
𝑖= 1      Equation OSM18.4 

 

Where: D = Schoener’s overlap index; 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 = Relative proportion of prey type 𝑖 in the diet of 

consumer 𝑗; 𝑃𝑖, 𝑘 = Relative proportion of prey type 𝑖 in the diet of consumer 𝑘.  

 

Following earlier interest in the 1960s and 1970s, there has been a recent recognition of the 

existence of individual-level variation in resource use, and its ecological and evolutionary 

implications, such as trophic specialization (Bolnick et al. 2011; Bolnick et al. 2003; Bolnick 

et al. 2002). This has been particularly well-studied in fish, with evidence for variation in 

feeding strategies reported in many different lineages and habitats. Bolnick et al. (2002) 

detailed four indices characterizing individual and population-level trophic specialization. One, 

based on Roughgarden (1972), allows the calculation of individual specialization based on a 

continuous measure of diet, such as prey length. Here the total niche width (TNW) of a 

population (Eq. OSM18.5) can be considered as the sum of two components: the variation in 

resource use within individuals (the within individual component, WIC; Eq. OSM18.6) and the 

variance between individuals (between-individuals component, BIC; Eq. OSM18.7). The 
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relative degree of individual specialization is calculated as WIC/TNW. In a population of 

individual generalists, the TNW is largely composed of the WIC, and in a population of 

individual specialists, the TNW is mostly made up of the BIC (Matthews and Mazumder 2004). 

 

𝑇𝑁𝑊 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖𝑗)      Equation OSM18.5 

𝑊𝐼𝐶 = 𝐸[𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑗|𝑖)]     Equation OSM18.6 

𝑇𝑁𝑊 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐸(𝑥𝑖|𝑖)]     Equation OSM18.7 

Where: 𝑋 is a matrix of diet data where each element 𝑥𝑖𝑗 is the size (or other continuous 

measure) of the 𝑗th prey item in individual 𝑖’s diet.  

 

Continuous data are rarely measured from stomach contents, and Bolnick et al. (2002) also 

described an index of individual specialization (IS) for proportional data that can be easily 

calculated from quantitative measures of stomach contents data. This modification of 

Schoener’s D (Eq. OSM18.8), is based on a comparison of individual use of a resource with 

the population mean and provides an overall prevalence of individual specialization in the 

population under study (Eq. OSM18.9). Values of IS vary from 0 (strong individual 

specialization) to 1 (individual generalism).  

 

𝐷′ = 1 − 0.5 ∑ |𝑃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑞𝑖|
𝑛
𝑖= 1     Equation OSM18.8 

 𝐼𝑆 =
∑ 𝐷′𝑖

𝑁
      Equation OSM18.9 

Where: 𝐷′ = Schoener’s D modified for individuals;  𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 = Relative proportion of prey type 

𝑖 in the diet of consumer 𝑗; 𝑞𝑗 = Relative proportion of prey type 𝑖 in the diet of the population 

as a whole; 𝐼𝑆 = Prevalence of individual specialisation in the population; 𝑁 = number of 

individuals in the population under study.  
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These indices reported by Bolnick et al (2002) are easily calculated from stomach content data 

using the R package ‘RInSp’ (Zaccarelli et al. 2013), including the option to conduct statistical 

significance testing via resampling. An alternative means to assess differences in population-

level trophic strategies is through the use of graphical summaries (Amundsen et al. 1996; 

Cortés 1997; Costello 1990). Here, population mean values for different dietary measures are 

plotted in two- or three-dimensional space, and given their location relative to the axes, 

inferences can be made regarding trophic specialization, as well as niche width, and which prey 

category dominates the diet.  

 

Further information on fish diet can be provided by examining whether fish display a 

preference for a given prey, relative to its abundance in the environment (feeding selectivity). 

A number of different selectivity indices have been developed (Chesson 1983; Jacobs 1974; 

Pearre 1981), which follow a similar approach where the relative abundance of a given prey is 

compared between in the diet of the fish and in the environment. Manly’s alpha (Eq. 

OSM18.10) is one of the most commonly used (Krebs 1989). See Manko (2016) for a detailed 

discussion of selectivity in fish diet.  

�̂�𝑖 =
�̂�𝑖

�̂�𝑖
[

1

∑
�̂�𝑗

�̂�𝑗
⁄

]      Equation OSM18.10 

Where: 𝛼𝑖 = Manly’s alpha for prey type 𝑖; 𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑗 = proportion of prey type 𝑖 or 𝑗 in the diet; 

𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛𝑗 = proportion of prey type 𝑖 or 𝑗 in the environment; 𝑚 = total number of prey types.  

 

Values of 𝛼𝑖 are normalized so that ∑ 𝛼𝑖
𝑚 = 1.0. Preference for a given prey type is indicated 

when 𝛼𝑖 values are >  1/𝑚 and values <  1/𝑚 indicate avoidance. 
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It should be noted that such selectivity indices assume that sampling of the prey in the 

environment (and of the predators and their stomach contents) is representative. It is often far 

easier to sample fish stomachs than their prey, and the researcher may need to use a wide range 

of equipment to sample a wide range of prey that may be observed (e.g., zooplankton, benthos, 

terrestrial taxa, plants). There is also the issue that putative prey are often sampled in a way 

that their relative abundance or biomass is not directly comparable across different prey 

categories.  

 

Stomach content data are normally presented to the reader in tabular form, showing summary 

statistics for the different diet measures (%F, %N, %M, %V), or as stacked bar charts and pie-

charts. Tabulated values are easiest to read but are not always easy to interpret - this can be 

improved by reporting percentage contributions as integers. Interpretation of data can be 

improved by the use of graphical summary techniques (Amundsen et al. 1996; Cortés 1997; 

Costello 1990), but if the study includes many different comparisons, the reader can become 

overwhelmed with information.  

 

Statistical analyses of stomach contents data are complicated somewhat by the nature of the 

data – they are typically multivariate, often measured repeatedly from the same system, and 

are rarely normally distributed or homoscedastic. Stomach contents data are typically analyzed 

as proportional data, and this has implications for statistical analyses; proportions values can 

only range between 0 and 1, and their variance can vary across the range of the predictor. 

Traditionally, researchers have used arcsine square root transformation (Eq. OSM18.11) for 

proportional data but more recently, the logit transformation (Eq. OSM18.2) has been shown 

to have several advantages over the arcsine square root (Warton and Hui 2011). Douma and 

Weedon have recently (2019) shown that beta and Dirichlet regression have much to offer 
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researchers using proportional data, as is commonly used in analysis of stomach contents data. 

Chipps and Garvey (2007) provide a number of interesting statistical approaches for analyzing 

stomach contents data.  

  

𝑏𝑖𝑗 =
2

𝜋
× 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛(√𝑋𝑖𝑗)    Equation OSM18.11 

 

𝑏 = 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑥

1−𝑥
)     Equation OSM18.12 

 

In order to preserve the important individual-level information regarding variation in diets 

(Ingram et al. 2018; Woodward et al. 2010), a useful approach is to analyze the data in a 

multivariate framework. Community ecologists have developed a rich set of techniques to 

summarize, display, and statistically test multivariate data (Legendre and Legendre 2012), and 

fish biologists are increasingly making use of these methods. Use of a multivariate approach 

does not come without problems, as fish can have very diverse diets, meaning that for a given 

group of consumers, more than 20 or 30 different diet categories can be present. This problem 

of high dimensionality can limit options for analyses, or even lead to reduced performance of 

statistical tests where the number of samples is not considerably more than the number of prey 

categories being considered in the smallest group or treatment (Hair et al. 2014; Johnson and 

Field 1993).  

 

A common approach to the analysis of such data in community ecology has been to reduce this 

multivariate dataset to a matrix of pairwise distances (e.g., Euclidian) or dissimilarities (e.g., 

Bray Curtis or Sorensen, its binary equivalent for presence-absence data), prior to further 

analysis (Legendre and Legendre 2012). Bray-Curtis and Schoener’s D (Eq. 9) are different 

forms of the same index (Bloom 1981) and provide identical results (Bentlage and 
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Shcheglovitova 2012; Rödder and Engler 2011). Variation in diet at both the individual and 

group level can be visualized through ordination (e.g., by non-metric Multi-Dimensional 

Scaling (MDS) or Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA)). If the research question relates to 

differences between groups or treatments, a wide range of potential options exist, including 

permutation-based, distribution-free tests such as ANOSIM (Clarke 1993) or PERMANOVA 

(Anderson 2001). SIMPER can be used to identify taxa which drive similarity within groups, 

and differences between groups or treatments. Distance-based equivalents of Discriminant 

Function Analysis (Canonical Analysis of Principal coordinates) can be used to examine how 

well fish can be classified to a given group. Although widely used, some authors have noted 

that PERMANOVA and other similar tests can be underpowered under certain conditions and 

have developed alternatives which likely have great potential in the analysis of fish diet 

(Hamidi et al. 2019; Warton et al. 2012). A wide variety of potential approaches exist, many 

of which are commonly used in community ecology (Legendre and Legendre 2012), and are 

available in the R package ‘vegan’ (Oksanen et al. 2019). Paliy and Shankar (2016) provide an 

excellent summary (including appropriate R packages) of potential statistical analyses for fish 

stomach content data, albeit using microbial community data, which has a similar structure. 

 

Stomach contents analyses as described above provide a useful snapshot of the relative amount 

of prey consumed prior to capture (what is eaten), but do not provide information on food 

consumption (how much is eaten over time). To properly estimate how much of a particular 

food a fish consumes, we also need to understand the rate at which it feeds. As it is very difficult 

to estimate consumption rates directly, we can use indirect methods, such as characterizing the 

rate at which food passes through the stomach or gut and how stomach fullness changes over 

time (Garvey and Chipps 2012). This varies with fish size, feeding mode (prey type and size), 

and water temperature (Bromley 1994; Gerking 1994). Gastric evacuation rates are estimated 
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by both laboratory feeding experiments or by repeatedly sampling fish in the field over a diel 

cycle, both of which require considerable investment in time and resources. Data generated are 

then used to develop statistical models in order to estimate mean daily consumption (also 

known as daily ration). Bromley (1994) and Gerking (1994) provide a detailed description of 

different statistical approaches to calculating consumption, which can follow a range of linear 

or non-linear relationships (Sweka et al. 2004). 

 

An alternative means for the estimation of fish consumption over time is the bioenergetics 

approach (Chipps and Wahl 2008; Kitchell et al. 1977). Here, thermodynamic principles are 

followed to partition energy consumed into three components: metabolism, waste, and growth 

(Hoar et al. 1979; Kitchell et al. 1977; Ney 1993).  Bioenergetics provide a powerful means to 

estimate consumption in the field (Chipps and Wahl 2008; Deslauriers et al. 2017), and are 

based on the second law of thermodynamics. These energetic mass balance models (Eq. 

OSM18.13) can also be used to estimate growth, nutrient and contaminant dynamics, predation 

intensity on prey species, and the effects of climate change. Bioenergetic models balance 

energy input (C, consumed food), with costs associated with metabolic demands (R = standard 

metabolism; A = energy expenditure due to movement; SDA = specific dynamic action, the 

energy require to digest food), costs associated with waste (F = egestion; U = excretion), and 

the energetic costs of somatic and gonadal growth (G).  

 

𝐶 = 𝑅 + 𝐴 + 𝑆𝐷𝐴 + 𝐹 + 𝑈 + 𝐺    Equation OSM18.13 

 

Key components (R, A, SDA, F, U) can be quantified in the laboratory and modelled as 

functions of fish size and water temperature. Information on seasonal variation in water 

temperature, prey composition (and energy density), and growth (somatic and gonadal) is 
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gathered from the field. Data are then inputted into a computer-based bioenergetic model, 

allowing food consumption to be estimated either as mass (g) or energetic content (joules). The 

user-friendly Wisconsin Bioenergetic Model (Kitchell et al. 1977) has recently been coded for 

use in R (Fish Bioenergetics 4.0: Deslauriers et al. 2017).  

 

Although popular, bioenergetics models do not always perform well, often significantly under- 

or over-estimating field and laboratory observations of growth or consumption (Chipps and 

Wahl 2008). As noted by Garvey and Chipps (2012), bioenergetic models (like all other 

mathematical models) are simplifications of reality and are sensitive to input errors, and outputs 

(e.g., estimates of consumption rates) should be considered as indicative rather than absolute 

(Chipps and Wahl 2008; Garvey and Chipps 2012).  

 

OSM18.3.2 Fatty Acids 

As previously discussed for stomach contents data, statistical analysis of fatty acid data can be 

complicated. If presented as proportional data, they may require transformation to fulfil the 

assumptions of statistical tests. Many authors use univariate statistics to compare the fatty acid 

concentrations or proportions among groups. When fatty acid data are reported as relative (%) 

data, they will typically not meet the assumption of normality and the values of different fatty 

acids may covary. Furthermore, researchers wanting to use univariate comparisons should 

consider the risk of Type I errors if making repeated comparisons of FA concentrations 

between different groups of consumers, or of different tissues across the full range of FAs 

measured, which commonly varies between 20 and 40, even up to 50 , such as by t-test or 

ANOVA, and suitable means to correct for false discoveries (Type I errors) should be applied 

or the issue at least considered by the researcher (Verhoeven et al. 2005). Fatty acid data are 

highly-dimensional and large numbers of individual fatty acids can be estimated from a single 
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sample (e.g. 50 in Meyer et al. 2017). This causes problems even with multivariate statistical 

analyses, as for many analyses, the number of variables needs to be less than the number of 

observations in the smallest group being examined, and sometimes considerably so, to 

minimize statistical issues (Hair et al. 2014; Johnson and Field 1993).  

 

Every et al. (2017) used the R package ‘NicheRover’ (Swanson et al. 2015) to estimate a 

multidimensional niche based on fatty acid data, allowing them to compare the niche space 

used by sharks belonging to different trophic guilds. This approach is commonly used with 

stable isotope data but has potential for future use with fatty acid data, if we assume that the 

relationship between diet and consumer fatty acid values is the same across different species. 

 

It is important to realize that the relationship between a consumer’s fatty acid composition and 

that of its diet is not always straightforward. Consumer fatty acids can be obtained either 

directly from the diet or through the modification of precursors derived from their diet (Iverson 

2009; Twining et al. 2016). If a researcher wants to reconstruct a fish’s diet using fatty acids 

(e.g., using QFASA or FASTAR), there is a need to undertake controlled feeding experiments 

to characterize the relationship between dietary and body fatty acids, specifically how they 

metabolize lipids and their capacity to desaturate fatty acids (Happel et al. 2016a; Iverson 2009; 

Nordstrom et al. 2008).  

 

The status of fatty acids as trophic biomarkers is clearly less clear than is optimal as a means 

of reconstructing fish trophic ecology. For example, the presence of certain fatty acids in 

consumers is commonly assumed as reliance on a particular primary production mode or as an 

indicator of a certain foraging mode. Kelly and Scheibling (2012) and Parrish (2013) note that 

different workers have associated 18:1n-9 as an indicator of a wide range of trophic behaviors 
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including consumption of brown macroalgae, animal tissue, deep sea fishes, deep sea crustacea, 

necrophagous feeding, mangrove detritus, salt marsh plants,  green algae, and kelp. 

Furthermore, the ratio between 22:6n-3/20:5n-3 has been proposed as both an indicator of 

relative trophic position (Mourente et al. 2015) and as an indicator of the relative dominance 

of either diatoms (20:5n-3 rich) or dinoflagellates (22:6n-3 rich) as a supply of energy to the 

consumer.  

 

 

OSM18.3.3 SIA 

The use of stable isotope analysis to characterize fish trophic ecology is heavily dependent on 

the use of reliable trophic discrimination factors (TDFs). Several researchers have noted that 

the TDF for nitrogen  (Δ15N) is lower for higher TP consumers and is not constant, but scales 

with trophic position (Hussey et al. 2014). In their metanalysis of feeding experiments, Hussey 

et al (2014) compared Δ15N with the δ15N of the experimental diet and showed a negative 

relationship suggesting at a given δ15N of prey, Δ15N would like fall to zero. No detailed 

biochemical mechanism has been yet been provided for this phenomenon and although the 

scaled TDF method is commonly used in the literature, a recent study has shown that it cannot 

be universally applied, such as in systems where δ15N values are naturally extremely high due 

to upwelling-associated denitrification in the water column (Pizarro et al. 2019). 

 

Issues regarding TDFs extend to the use of compound specific stable isotope analyses. Early 

studies using compound specific stable isotope analyses showed that essential amino acid δ13C 

was similar in Blue Crabs (Callinectes sapidus) and their diet (Fantle et al. 1999). Subsequent 

work has revealed that this is also seen in other consumers including fish (McMahon et al. 

2010), and most authors assume that essential amino acid Δ13C is zero (but see Whiteman et 
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al. 2018), leading to its utility as a conservative marker to identify which energy pathways are 

fueling consumers. Amino acid Δ15N differs between different amino acids (McClelland and 

Montoya 2002), and these have been grouped into source and trophic amino acids (i.e., those 

that do and do not fractionate between source and consumer; (Popp et al. 2007). This is 

discussed in more detail below in the section on calculating trophic position using amino acid 

δ15N.  

 

Mixing models convert δ values into estimates of the relative contribution of different food 

sources to the assimilated diet of a consumer. For mixing models to be reliable, it is important 

that the isotope value of the mixture falls between the two end members (the sources). If the 

mixture’s isotope value does not, the estimates for one of the fractions will be negative and the 

other >1, which does not make biological sense. If such values occur in a well-defined two end 

member system (pelagic versus littoral; marine versus freshwater), it indicates that either the 

estimates for the source isotope values, or the TDF are not correct, or that there is another food 

source that has not been considered. 

 

In the case of three sources, the inclusion of a second isotope allows the equation to be extended 

to estimate the relative contribution of each (Eqs. OSM18.14-18.16). Again, it is important to 

be sure that the mixture (the consumer) falls within the values for the three different sources. 

A convenient way to depict this is to draw a scatterplot and join the three sources with a 

polygon. If the mixture falls out of this polygon, the estimates for the sources are wrong, there 

is a source that has not been included, or the TDF is not correct. 
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δ13C𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑓1δ13C1 + 𝑓2δ13C2 + 𝑓3𝛿13C3   Equation OSM18.14 

δ15N𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑓1δ15N1 + 𝑓2δ15N2 + 𝑓3δ15N3   Equation OSM18.15 

𝑓1 + 𝑓2 + 𝑓3 = 1      Equation OSM18.16 

 

In this case, a third isotope could be added, e.g. δ34S, if there are measurable differences in its 

value between the prey types, with the capacity of a mixing model to distinguish nsources = 

nisotopes + 1.  

 

Such mixing models are useful but suffer from several key problems that limit their usefulness 

in reconstructing consumer diet. First, they struggle in many real-life applications as the 

number of potential sources exceeds the number of stable isotopes by more than one. Beyond 

this, the simple linear mixing models do not incorporate variation or uncertainty in the different 

input variables (mixture, sources, TDFs). To counter this, several independent groups 

developed Bayesian mixing models (e.g. FRUITS: Fernandes et al. 2014; MIXSir: Moore and 

Semmens 2008; SIAR: Parnell et al. 2010). These have become extremely popular, and are 

routinely used to characterize fish diet, and require the researcher to input stable isotope ratio 

data for the putative sources, the mixtures, and estimated mean ± SD TDFs. Additional data 

can be added to improve model performance such as source elemental concentrations, while 

informative priors can be set using observations from stomach contents or even prey abundance 

(Stock et al. 2018; Ward et al. 2010). This is currently one of the most active areas of research 

in isotope ecology, and several research groups have come together to develop MixSIAR 

(Stock et al. 2018), a flexible and powerful R-based Bayesian mixing model platform. This 

platform allows researchers to use a mixed effect approach to capture variation within and 

between groups, include random effects at the individual or group levels, and to include 
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covariates such as depth or consumer size. More information is available at 

https://github.com/brianstock/MixSIAR. 

 

As the popularity of Bayesian mixing model has continued to grow, so has their misuse, leading 

to a number of critical articles (Brett 2014; Fry 2013). However, used in the correct context 

(Phillips et al. 2014), Bayesian mixing models have much to offer and will continue to be used 

to characterize fish diet.  

 

OSM18.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter (with book and online supplemental materials) started with a question: how to 

estimate the diet of fish? A range of options are available, some of which will be more (or less) 

suited to each reader’s particular question(s), and their situation regarding time, money and 

equipment, and the access to samples. An optimal approach to understanding the diet of a target 

species requires the creation of multiple lines of evidence. Our groups routinely combine 

stomach contents analysis, stable isotope analysis (both bulk and compound specific), and fatty 

acid analysis in our work. Our main focus is to understand not only what fish (and other taxa) 

eat, but also to identify the role of trophic subsidies in ecosystem function. Stomach contents 

tells us what the fish eat, stable isotopes provides information on longer term diet and trophic 

position, while fatty acid analysis and stable isotope analyses allow us to identify the source of 

energy and nutrients assimilated in consumer tissues. An excellent example of such an 

approach is Nakamura and Sato (2014) who combined stomach contents analysis, stable 

isotope analysis, and animal-borne still cameras and accelerometers to elegantly characterize 

ontogenetic shifts from benthic to pelagic foraging in Ocean Sunfish (Mola Spp.) as previously 

suggested by Syväranta et al. (2012) based solely on stable isotope data. Another excellent 

example is Milardi et al. (2016) who used analyses of stomach contents, fatty acids, and stable 
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isotopes to highlight the elevated importance of terrestrially-derived materials for Brown Trout 

living in a high-latitude small lake. Stomach contents analysis indicated that small rodents 

(voles and lemmings) contributed ca. 20% to the diet of Brown Trout but the inclusion of other 

markers increased this, with both fatty acid and stable isotope analyses giving similar estimates 

(~70%). In each of these studies, the different techniques provide an additional level of 

resolution that greatly improved the clarity and robustness of the results.  
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